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clive im waiting for my check of all the latest
1us over the last 15 years. see if any have
been moved from the original 2us to a single
1u. if so, maybe they arrived then. even if
the 1u was not available yet, new 1u kits will
be coming down the pipe right now. maybe
the same. i remember using their hobby
stuff with a 1u to make a simple audio
receiver from an old radio. so im now
wondering when the ks.com redesign was
done. the new boards are smaller than the
old ones even though the assembly is a bit
longer. this could be a first because ks
previously only built the longer ones. clive i
remember that board back in like 2002-2005
that was made by kirlax. it had the loopback
diplexer and sdr front end. i used to use it
back then to get japanese tv onto an old
theroetical radio. i would have to buy the
radio because the one i had wasn’t powerful
enough. any idea where i can find those? [4]
jay like you i would prefer the usa pull itself
out of the eu and out of nato and just go it
alone. im sure that would be enough to
make the eu nervous. i would also like to see
the usa not supply the arms to either russia
or china if not for any other reason, so that
we could have a chance to speak for
ourselves. i wonder if those missiles were
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actually israeli made and shipped to iran? if
so, the israelis probably saw an opportunity
to take the upper hand with the usa, both in
their back yard (which is now with iran,) and
in iran, with which the israelis are also at
war. to the envy of most americans, the
israelis are honest to a fault. im also sure
that if this was in question, israeli
intelligence could be cited to prove it.
however, the volume of intelligence traffic
between the usa and the eu, especially
during the cold war, was enough to prove
the existence of missile shipments. the usa
has been more than happy to sell arms to
the soviets and chinese, at least before they
fell out. now they are too weak to even
pretend that they care who exactly the
recipients are. it is all about the dollars and
the industrial base for the purpose of
military power.
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